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EN InWhiteout, Rosa Menkman tells the story of an
exhausting mountain hike during a snowstorm. As she
makes her way up the mountain, she experiences the
loss of her physical sensations; which result in a loss of
sight, hearing and orientation, while yet at the same time
experiencing the sense of oversaturation. As a result, the
spatial dimensions that were at !rst seemingly wiped out,
start to o"er themselves in new, imaginary ways.

Rosa Menkman’s work focuses on noise artefacts that
result from accidents in both analogue and digital media
(such as glitch and encoding and feedback artefacts).
The resulting artefacts of these accidents can facilitate
an important insight into the otherwise obscure alchemy
of standardisation via resolutions, a process that general-
ly imposes e#ciency, order and functionality on our tech-
nologies.
Through her research, which is both practice-based and
theoretical, Menkman tries to uncover these anti-utopic,
lost and unseen or simply "too good to be implemented"
resolutions - to !nd newways to understand, use and
perceive through and with our technologies.
In 2019 Menkman won the Arts Collide at CERN / Bar-
celona award, which came with a 3 month residency that
inspired her recent research.

https://beyondresolution.info/Whiteout

DE InWhiteout erzählt Rosa Menkman die Ge-
schichte einer anstrengenden Bergwanderung während
eines Schneesturms. Auf demWeg nach oben erlebt sie
einen Verlust ihrer körperlichen Emp!ndungen. Dieser
führt zu einem Verlust des Sehens, Hörens und der Ori-
entierung sowie zugleich einem Gefühl der Übersätti-
gung. Die räumlichen Dimensionen, die zunächst wie
ausgelöscht schienen, werden dadurch auf neue, imagi-
nativeWeise zugänglich.

Rosa Menkmans Arbeit konzentriert sich auf Rauschar-
tefakte, die durch 'Unfälle' in analogen und digitalen Me-
dien entstehen (wie Glitch, Kodierungs- und Rückkopp-
lungsartefakte). Die aus diesen Unfällen resultierenden
Artefakte können einen wichtigen Einblick in die ansons-
ten undurchsichtige Alchemie der Standardisierung
durch Au$ösungen ermöglichen.
Durch diese Forschung, die sowohl praxisbezogen als
auch theoretisch ist, versucht sie, diese anti-utopischen,
verlorenen und ungesehenen Lösungen, die “zu gut sind,
um wahr zu sein”, aufzudecken – um neueWege zu !n-
den, unsere Technologien zu verstehen, zu nutzen und
wahrzunehmen.
2019 gewann Menkman den Arts Collide at CERN / Bar-
celona Award, der mit einer dreimonatigen Residency
verbunden war, aus der sich ihre aktuelle Forschung
speist.

Rosa Menkman
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Whiteout
11 February | temp: -5c to -11c | Snow: at least 10-30 cm, often more.

Point No Point Light

It is grey and windy. Snow in the form of !ne
dust is coming down. The trees bow slightly
under its weight and occasionally shed a cache,
which then falls down onto the forest $oor,
landing with a dampened “phlouf” (!g. 1). This is
not the ideal weather to hike up a mountain, but
we are doing just that.

Soon, most of the trees give way. The path
is now completely covered in a thick, fresh pack
of snow. Footsteps and the occasional boulder
mark its surface. We use GPS for navigation.
But we also carry a small, hand-held device
called Limenia (!g. 2), which picks up
electromagnetic radiation from the
surroundings and translates these frequencies
into the domains of humanly audible sound.1 It
serves as an interface, distilling the intangible
and ordinarily imperceptible infrastructures that
are beamed around us – and even straight
through us – all the time.2

We are on a mission to document the top of
this mountain, The Brocken,3 which, like any
other mountain these days, is marked by
humans. All over the world humans have
elongated nature's highest terrains with
antennas, without respect towards the natural
strati!cations they are built upon, or
consideration of the panoramas interrupted.
These antennas usually function as repeaters;
they receive, retransmit and propagate invisible
electromagnetic waves of information through
the ether as well as the natural environment.
The antenna on top of this particular mountain
is a remnant of the cold war, anchored therefore
not just in our current telecommunication
networks, but in its previous – and quite
possibly still ongoing – function as an ear,
listening in on con!dential networks of
telecommunication.

As we move along the trail, the atmosphere
becomes denser and the wind picks up,
removing spatial perception and making it
impossible to see beyond 50 metres ahead
(!g. 3). A visual gradient !lls my viewing plane

with oscillations of grey whites and white greys.
The Brocken is a place of extreme weather
conditions; its peak lies above the natural tree
line and tends to be covered in snow from
September to May. Ghostly fog and mist
shroud the top of the mountain for up to 300
days each year, often reaching down through
the forests, valleys and peaks surrounding its
summit. And sometimes, when the conditions
are just right, the Brocken spectre appears: an
optical phenomenon in which a person’s
magni!ed shadow is cast upon clouds facing
the sun, surrounded by a haloed rainbow.4 Like
Limenia, this apparition relies on convergence
of the intangible; but, instead of computed
manmade information, the Brocken spectre is
an embodiment of natural imaging phenomena.

The wind in my face brings me back to our
climb: it is hard to speak. Even maintaining
conversation amongst each other is di#cult. A
hut o"ers shelter to two walkers who seem to
be taking a rest. We pass them, but in these
circumstances, contact beyond a nod and a
wave is not possible. The split track leads us to
the right, where we enter a barrier of fog.

Fig. 2, Limenia opens up our spectral resolutions. Limenia was
conceived and built by Mario de Vega and Victor Mazón
Gardoqui.

Rosa Menkman
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Fig. 1, Whiteout, The Brocken, January 2018.

Rosa Menkman
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Meanwhile, the snow cracks under our feet,
constantly slowing us down; the wind is now
roaring in our ears. Limenia has become the
only proof of life outside this grey space. It is
comforting to hear its sounds in my ears as it
pings invisible infrastructures, concretising and
assigning dimensions to a space my eyes can-
not see.

Last month I had the opportunity to speak
to several particle physicists and ask them
about their favourite ‘impossible image’. One
scientist expressed a wish to have antennas
mounted in his eye sockets, so he could see
through walls and straight into the electroma-
gnetic spectrum. This 20/20 electromagnetic
vision would reveal everything from electricity
to cosmic rays; it would transform this grey
space into an incredible $urry of colours, inclu-
ding those from far beyond our visible colour
wheel. And it would clearly distinguish the an-
tenna – the beacon on the top of this mountain
– that is relentlessly emitting signals into the in-
visible-to-me realms of the radio frequency
spectrum, which I can at least partially navigate
with my Limenia.

But as I scale the mountain, I wonder: could
there be creatures out there, in the fog, that can
perceive the noise of the antenna, blasting

through the ether? Howmuch of the landsca-
pe, hidden to me through these layers of snow
and fog, exists to organisms or networks that
have passive electronic properties, besides my
Limenia? Are my human qualities simply inade-
quate to understand the violence of these in-
tangible signals?

To really read this place, I would need a way
to capture and transcode a vertically thickened
geography: a strategy of counter-mapping that
adds layers, stacks, and other vertical elements
to my imaging of this space. Eyal Weizman,
Founder and Director of Forensic Architecture,
once described this as a ‘politics of verticality’,
which entails a re-visioning of existing carto-
graphic techniques and an ‘Escher-like repre-
sentation of space, a territorial hologram in
which political acts of manipulation and multi-
plication of the territory transform a two-dimen-
sional surface into a three-dimensional
volume’.5 Weizman also advocated the supe-
rimposition of discontinuous forms of mapping,
o"ering a ‘sceneography’ rather than a map, in
order to form a landscape that involves a mesh
of di"erent signi!cations that can be read alto-
gether, and not just ’viewed’.

I wish I could create a territorial hologram of
this trail, by mounting di"erent types of anten-

Fig. 3, The removal of spatial perception, The Brocken,
January 2018.
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nas to my eye sockets. I wish I would conjure a
thick mesh of the sceneographies I am traver-
sing. I wish I could visually compute the world
around me. For a while, thoughts and refe-
rences like these $oat and sink on the rhythm of
the beating wind.

But as I scale the mountain, I wonder: could
there be creatures out there, in the fog, that can
perceive the noise of the antenna, blasting
through the ether? Howmuch of the landsca-
pe, hidden to me through these layers of snow
and fog, exists to organisms or networks that
have passive electronic properties, besides my
Limenia? Are my human qualities simply inade-
quate to understand the violence of these in-
tangible signals?

To really read this place, I would need a way
to capture and transcode a vertically thickened
geography: a strategy of counter-mapping that
adds layers, stacks, and other vertical elements
to my imaging of this space. Eyal Weizman,
Founder and Director of Forensic Architecture,
once described this as a ‘politics of verticality’,
which entails a re-visioning of existing carto-
graphic techniques and an ‘Escher-like repre-
sentation of space, a territorial hologram in
which political acts of manipulation and multi-
plication of the territory transform a two-dimen-
sional surface into a three-dimensional volume’.
Weizman also advocated the superimposition
of discontinuous forms of mapping, o"ering a
‘sceneography’ rather than a map, in order to
form a landscape that involves a mesh of di"e-
rent signi!cations that can be read altogether,
and not just ’viewed’.

I wish I could create a territorial hologram of
this trail, by mounting di"erent types of anten-
nas to my eye sockets. I wish I would conjure a
thick mesh of the sceneographies I am traver-
sing. I wish I could visually compute the world
around me. For a while, thoughts and refe-
rences like these $oat and sink on the rhythm of
the beating wind.

After some hours, we pass a signpost that
advises another !ve kilometres to our walk. We
cross a barrier of snow and suddenly the fog is
gone; instead, we have entered a space of en-
veloping white noise. This journey is dreamy
and painful, yet still not a nightmare. Like a
spacecraft going into warp drive, the wind
shoots the snow-noise in our faces and eyes. I
think about the di"erent forms and shapes the-
se tiny crystals must have; and how they owe

their forms to their previous environments, be-
fore ending up as a drop on my cheek. Another
impossible image, that makes me feel small.

The path is now twisting, crossing, inter-
secting, connecting, bending and elongating;
like light, or like electromagnetic waves. But I
have lost the sense of light. As my eyes stare
into the greyish white, it seems like all might be
dark. White without light, or white in the dark. I
had never previously thought about white in the
dark.

Moving through the lines

Some years ago, through a $uke of destiny, I
found myself inhabiting a little cabin in the Mo-
jave desert. I had rented a SUV though had
been disappointed; the vehicle was shaped like
an SUV but did not come with the high-sus-
pension or horsepower I imagined. Even so, ex-
cited about the vast endlessness of the desert, I
drove for days, with gallons of water and spare
batteries for my mobile device; without a route,
just following the heat aberrations and dust
devils into the unforeseen.

On one such drive taking a route marked
with a thick line on Google Maps, I found myself
on a dusty stretch of road getting narrower and
narrower, until I suddenly had no space to turn
around. Trapped into moving forward, the path
slowly changed from dust to stones and then to
rocks. Big rocks, sometimes larger than I knew
my suspension could bear. I spent hours on
that path, scared to puncture a tyre, or worse, in
a space more desolate than the last ruins pas-
sed hours ago.

Singing to myself, while driving slower than
I would probably walk, I !nally reached the end
of that rocky road. I still remember the extreme
relief of entering a clean stretch of asphalt, loo-
king over a barren valley marked by the sedi-
ments of a dried lake. The valley was carved in
two, by the straight line of interstate 15 stret-
ching into the horizon. But peering over the
vastness ahead, in the distance, I saw some-
thing surprising: a pillar of light peeking over the
rim of a mountain, a strange daylight lantern,
shining with an intensity that puzzled me.

Forty-!ve minutes later, I had crossed the
distance separating me from the daylight lan-
tern. As I pulled up on the private road of a cen-
tralised solar farm (!g. 4), I swung my door
open and hurried towards the edge of the !eld
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to experience its energy, half expecting to be
told to move on by some patrolling security
guard. But it remained quiet, endlessly quiet.
There, in front of the whitest light I had ever
seen, I was alone, there was nothing else: no
wind, no cars, not even a hum to signal the con-
centration of energy right in front of me. It was
just me and the whitest light in the middle of the
High Mojave Desert. I had never seen such
white. I closed my eyes. It might as well have
been vantablack.

Making space and place

I pull myself back onto the mountain. Here it
is cold, and de!nitely not that type of white. The
weather has escalated from a gentle snowfall
into a storm. Vague re$ections of trees and ob-
jects lost in swirling grey tones pixelate my sen-
se of horizon, a line that could have been a gui-
ding beacon. Wassily Kandinsky once wrote: ‘A
particular capacity of [the] line [is] its capacity to
create surface.’6 But this trail presents a space
devoid of any lines; what remains is a place of
distortion – without surface, resolution, pro-
gress, depth or end. Samuel Johnson descri-
bed seventeen de!nitions of the Line in the
Dictionary of the English Language (1755). In
that text, he di"erentiated its function as longi-
tudinal extension, a string, a contour, a letter or
a family line. These lines are not here either, but
perhaps he would have found others.

The line is not a singular thing. I could seek

lines, to try and !nd a line to lead me back: a
border, a boundary, a frontier, an outline, a se-
parator, a perspective, a line of $ight, a guide-
line, a progress bar, a ruler, a red thread, a sto-
ryline, a chronology, a timeline, a vector, a ray of
light, a beam, a sequence, an axis, a connec-
tor… I have none of these. Lines can o"er a my-
riad of shapes and directions: horizontal, verti-
cal, diagonal, rastrum, grid or wave; a maze, a
mesh, a labyrinth. But this snow is in!nite, not
only one or all of these possibilities. It could be
anything, though everything remains unresol-
ved.

Like any map, every map of the Brocken is
made out of lines. A thick black line describes
the Brocken Railway, which swirls around the
mountain’s summit like the cochlea of the inner
ear; while the hikers’ trail approaches its top like
the Eustachian tube.7 More advanced maps of
the Brocken feature contour lines indexing the
heights of its surface, while historical maps do-
cument the lines drawn during the ColdWar,
when the Brocken was encapsulated by a verti-
cal border wall and its summit was an exclusion
zone (Sperrzone), dedicated to espionage by
the East. During this time, to civilians the Bro-
cken was no more than an imagined space.
But, now, its accumulated and digitally commu-
nicated, shifting lines construct a visual record;
one of experience and history inscribed by
layers of linear (re)imaging that signify mapping
rather than simply a map.

Maps exist to make it easier to navigate the

Fig. 4, Flashback to a daylight lantern, Ivanpah Solar Power Facility, Mojave Desert,
California
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world. They inform with insights and overview,
yet, generally, they bear no witness to their cre-
ator(s). The map rather appears as a pre-com-
posed artefact, an object that comes from a
space rather than o"ering a reading that is im-
posed on that space, transforming it into a
place; much like photographic inscriptions of
experience that transform space to place. But,
like photographs, maps are highly political ob-
jects. They de!ne space and impose particular
readings. Weizman stated: ‘Two-dimensional
maps, fundamental to the understanding of po-
litical borders, have been drawn again and
again. But these maps are two-dimensional.
Attempting to represent reality on two-dimen-
sional surfaces, they not only mirror but also
shape the thing they represent. As much as de-
scribing the world, they create it.’

Both politics and law often understand the
concept of space only in terms of the map (or
sometimes, the plan) and territorial claims mar-
ked on two dimensional maps assume that
claims are applicable simultaneously above
them as well as below – underneath – the
space that is mapped. This type of one-dimen-
sional scaling is violent and undermines the
meshes that transform space into a speci!c
place. Space represented on maps are those
without inhabitants. No one is present, nothing
moves or makes a sound. In the map of the
Brocken, we hikers are just a blue dot, scaling a
two-dimensional Eustachian tube, presented
with minimal reference of the complexities fol-
ded into the landscape; or the histories and
folklore we cross.

At CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Re-
cherche Nucléaire [European Organisation for
Nuclear Research]), I spoke to a scientist who
told me that humans can only remember one
direction of time; the direction that accounts for
the past. He speculated about the possibility of
four-dimensional matter, which could help us to
remember a future. With access to this matter,
we could carve slices of time – including the fu-
ture – which would then help us navigate the
present.

To describe the Brocken more inclusively,
and not to impose a singular reading, might
mean to describe the Brocken as a multi-di-
mensional volume, layered with folkloric, histo-
rical and political strata. The Brocken is a mesh
that is larger than the conventional outlines
seen on the ‘normal’ map of the Brocken. To

understand it, we need to collect all these lines
of history and thought. But what lines can we
use to describe the Brocken?What is a line?

On the mountain, there is an endlessness of
snow$akes, in which I can see stories and ad-
ventures from my future and my past… But it
feels like I can carve nothing. The twirls around
me are not uniformly de!ned. The thoughts in
my head are spinning as if they are dancing to
the movements of the $akes. The white noise is
no longer coming down from the sky but ins-
tead from all directions – up, down, left and
right – without a focus, a line or a path. They
have become the length and depth of my hike.
All I see is grey.

In this intense $attening of perspective, we
have become the distanceWe are forms, lines,
energies one upon another, the very matter in
an intangible – though far from immaterial – si-
tuation. Walking here together, the trail has
taken us deeper inside ourselves.8 The moun-
tain has entered us. LikeWalter Benjamin once
wrote, ‘I have become my snow globe’.9 I won-
der, is the Sun still there, is it !ghting to reach
me, above my head?

A terrible feeling of dread and loneliness
comes over me. I remember this grey feeling. It
is being together with people, yet still being alo-
ne. Completely and utterly alone, lost in ubiqui-
ty, like there is an invisible wall that won’t let me
join the state of ‘togetherness’. Sometimes a
space does not allow you to make place, to plot
and situate yourself in connection to the space.
Sometimes a space is made of invisible rules
and viscosities that keep you from inhabiting it.
But maybe these material properties of space
are just qualities I am not trained at. I have to
learn to understand space through properties
beyond my senses, my literacy and my habits.

Blurred is this blizzard; a blizzard of snow
and a blizzard of thoughts that still do not o"er
clear lines for de!nition. Timothy Ingold wrote
that ‘drawn threads invariably leave trailing
ends that will, in their turn, be drawn into other
knots with other threads.’10 Ingold would proba-
bly laugh at me, but I cannot see the knots or
threads to be made. Things seem to be unra-
velling. I feel less and less human. I am just a
cold body stuck inside a sack of clothes that is
trying to carry itself up a mountain.

We have walked for a long time. I am ex-
hausted. The twirls of white noise make space
for a $urry of references and images that take

Rosa Menkman
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up the space beyond my retina. Shadows and
shapes appear in the corner of my eyes, appari-
tions that disappear when I try to see them. The
ghosts are dancing in a fog of $akes as my hair
is dancing with them, reaching out like ten-
tacles in front of my eyes. I take Limenia out
again. The little instrument gives me static and
a hint of something else. For a moment it
sounds like music. Maybe I mishear a deep
EVP (Electronic Voice Phenomenon), the
ghosts of the weather have now started to
speak through the device.

Suddenly there is a little clearing in the sky: I
can see a shimmer of light. It is like the Sun
wants to tell me it is still there. I don´t know how
long or how far we still have to go, but the Sun
has given me back a sense of perspective: a
vertical perspective (Fig. 6). I have been pulled
out of my grey state of being, on a mission to
make it to the top of this track. On the side of
the road I see spectacular installations: collabo-
rations between the trees, the wind, snow and
ice. The !nal stretch of the track is suddenly
there, it is not too long before we reach the end
of the trail and arrive at the summit of the
mountain.

Cold, sti" and tired, there are only a few
trees to keep us protected from the wind. The
weather makes it impossible to see much, and

our video and photographic equipment fails to
document what remains of ‘the spectacle’: our
lithium batteries are depleted. The full length of
the Brocken’s antenna is not visible, I just reco-
gnise its base; its mast shrouded in grey. There,
in the snow, it is sending and repeating inaudi-
ble messages, encrypted on di"erent frequen-
cies, waiting for technology to pick them up for
repetition or translation to another medium or
node. We clearly hear its overpowering
strength through the Limenia, and the di"erent
rhythms at which data is sent through the ether,
as well as through us.

Plotting Lines

Here I sit, at my desk, safe and warm, puzz-
ling to write up the story of a perfect whiteout,
in which I navigate a space without dimension,
white in the dark and references without lines.
That time when I manoeuvred slices of cons-
ciousness, traversed a virtual axis to nowhere
and !nally was pulled back into space, just be-
fore the space collapsed onto me.

As we scaled that mountain in the snow-
storm, the mountain sublimated itself into a
space without lines. For a moment there were
no threads, traces or cracks to fall into, lines to
follow, grasp or get a hold of. The mountain

Fig. 6, I am pulled back into space, before the space
collapsed onto me, The Brocken, January 2018.
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showed me I need lines to understand space.
In a perfect whiteout, I missed visual markers
and, as a result, all lines of reference. Rather, I
became my own surface. And all I had to inscri-
be with meaning was my own internalisation of
space; a quantum axis I got lost in. I learned
then, that lines are ubiquitous and therefore of-
ten ignored. But lines actually provide an im-
portant rationale for grounding; they organise
images, vision and context.

The line is a beautiful and radical object; it
can represent both operation and representati-
on. Some lines even defy classi!cation. It mat-
ters what surface a line is drawn upon, or as Ti-
mothy Ingold wrote: ‘it is not enough to regard
the surface as a taken-for-granted backdrop for
the lines that are inscribed upon it. The history
of writing belongs within the history of notation,
and the history of notation within the history of
the line, so there can be no history of the line
that is not also about the changing relations
between lines and surfaces.’

When dealing with materials that are
non-static, opaque or invisible, we can shape
their so-perceived immateriality or conjure
them into materiality through an axis of ap-
proach. Lines can be the basis of all materiality
because they invoke a surface. They form our
matter. If the visitor temporarily commits to a
line, they re-territorialise the environment. It is

this kind of thinking of space and place that al-
lows for seeing through time; through di"erent
spectra and frequencies and that opens di"e-
rent or new perspectives of visual, experiential
and spatial narratives.

The Brocken Spectre never appeared to us.
But for a moment, the Brocken morphed into a
landscape with multiple horizons, in which ori-
entation between top and bottom did not exist
except within the mind of the wanderer. And
even though things seemed to happen in the
same space, this state created di"erent places.

Maybe to a mountain all that matters is ver-
ticality, quanti!ed as height above sea-level.
That is why mountains are generally de!ned by
their summits, and not by the greatness of
mass of rock, or the degree of muscular exerti-
on the hiker has to endure when scaling it. But
to me the Brocken is also a place of many
imaginary lines or descriptions, that can be
highlighted and then collapsed onto the moun-
tain. And every time this occurs, the mountain is
freed again and again because the act of repo-
sitioning these membranes of perspectives
create a forever unfolding, non-vertical abysmal
of lines. Our immaterial objects are shaped by
the vectors we choose, the lines we draw
around them, the norms and expectations, tra-
ditions and rules; and, !nally, the lines of mea-
ning we inscribe to with.

Antenna, Rosa Menkman, 2019
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